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a b s t r a c t

Homologous recombination is an important pathway for the repair of DNA double-strand

breaks (DSBs). In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Rad52 is a central recombination protein,

whereas its paralogue, Rad59, plays a more subtle role in homologous recombination. Both

proteins can mediate annealing of complementary single-stranded DNA in vitro, but only

Rad52 interacts with replication protein A and the Rad51 recombinase. We have studied

the functional overlap between Rad52 and Rad59 in living cells using chimeras of the two

proteins and site-directed mutagenesis. We find that Rad52 and Rad59 have both overlapping

as well as separate functions in DSB repair. Importantly, the N-terminus of Rad52 possesses

functions not supplied by Rad59, which may account for its central role in homologous

recombination.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair is essential for
protecting genomic integrity in all organisms. In the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the major pathway for DSB repair is
homologous recombination (HR). HR is catalyzed by proteins
encoded by the RAD52 epistasis group including RFA1-3,
RAD50, MRE11, XRS2, SAE2, RAD51, RAD52, RAD54, RAD55,
RAD57 and RAD59. Recombinational repair of DSBs can be
explained by two different repair models, the canonical DNA
double-strand repair model for homologous recombination
that includes a double Holliday junction (dHJ) as a repair
intermediate and the synthesis-dependent strand-annealing
model that does not involve the formation of a dHJ (reviewed
in [1]). A key step in the repair of most DNA DSBs by HR is
the strand invasion reaction. In vitro, strand invasion can be
efficiently performed by the collaborative effort of RPA, Rad51
and Rad52 according to the following scheme: the invasive
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is bound by RPA to eliminate
formation of inhibitory secondary DNA structures. How-
ever, RPA binding renders ssDNA inaccessible to Rad51, the
recombinase that catalyzes the subsequent strand invasion
reaction. Hence, RPA needs to be removed from the ssDNA
prior to Rad51 binding. This step is mediated by Rad52, a
protein that interacts with both RPA and Rad51 [2–7]. However,
strand invasion in living cells is likely to be more complicated
because of the participation of other protein factors of the
RAD52 epistasis group. For example, yeast contains a Rad52
paralogue, Rad59, which appears to be a truncated version of
Rad52 with homology only to the N-terminal region of Rad52.
At present, the functions of Rad59 in DNA DSB repair and HR
are poorly understood at the molecular level.

RAD59 was originally discovered on the basis of its role
in RAD51-independent spontaneous mitotic recombination
between inverted repeats [8]. Subsequently, two distinct path-
ways depending on either Rad59 or Rad51, but both requiring
Rad52, have been defined for inverted repeat recombination,
recombinational rescue of short telomeres and break-induced
replication [8–10]. Homologues of Rad59 have been identi-
fied in a number of other organisms including lower eukary-
otes, e.g. Kluyveromyces lactis and Eremothecium gossypii [11,12]
and higher eukaryotes, e.g. mouse and human (Rad52B) [13],
although it remains unclear whether these homologues are
functional equivalents of the yeast protein.

The crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of the
HsRad52 protein has been determined and reveals an unde-
cameric ring [14,15]. The overall structure resembles a mush-
room, consisting of a stem that contains highly conserved
hydrophobic amino acid residues and a domed cap. By elec-
tron microscopy, it has been shown that full-length Rad52
forms heptameric ring structures [16]. Rad52 multimers likely
exist in vivo since genetic studies have shown that N- and
C-terminal rad52 mutations display intragenic complemen-
tation [17,18]. Rad59 has been suggested to form multimers
similar to those formed by Rad52 or to form heteromeric rings

with Rad52. This view is supported by the findings that Rad59
interacts with Rad52 as well as with itself [19]. Moreover, a
sequence comparison of Rad52 and Rad59 reveals that the
amino acid residues involved in Rad52 monomer–monomer
0 0 7 ) 27–37

interaction are the most highly conserved between the two
proteins.

The largest difference between Rad52 and Rad59 is the
C-terminal extension of Rad52 (amino acids 232–504), which
is not conserved in Rad59. This region of Rad52 contains
important functions including the Rad51 binding domain
[20,21], which is required for Rad52 to efficiently mediate
Rad51 catalyzed strand exchange [3]. In agreement with
this domain organization, it was found that overexpression
of Rad51 suppresses the sensitivity to the alkylating agent
methyl methanesulfonate of a rad52 mutant lacking the C-
terminal domain [17]. In addition to a Rad51 binding domain,
the C-terminus of human Rad52 has been shown to contain
an RPA binding domain [22,23]. In this context, it is important
to note that Rad52 is recruited to sites of DNA damage by
RPA, whereas the recruitment of Rad51 and Rad59 is strictly
dependent on Rad52 [24]. Both Rad52 and Rad59 accumu-
late into focal assemblies at DSBs. Co-immunoprecipitation
experiments have identified both Rad51–Rad52–Rad59
and RPA–Rad52–Rad59 complexes, but no association of
Rad59 with Rad51 or RPA is observed in the absence of
Rad52 [19].

Genetic studies suggest that Rad52 and Rad59 have over-
lapping functions. Specifically, rad52-R70K and rad59� strains
display synergistic sensitivity to �-irradiation and a synergis-
tic defect in meiosis [25]. Moreover, overexpression of Rad52
partially suppresses the �-ray sensitivity of rad59� cells [8].
This view is supported by biochemical analyses, which show
that both proteins bind DNA and stimulate DNA annealing
[21,26–28]. Considering the absence of Rad51 and RPA bind-
ing domains in Rad59, it is not surprising that rad52� strains
display a much more severe phenotype than rad59� strains
and that overexpression of Rad59 cannot suppress a rad52�

phenotype [8]. Consistent with these observations, Rad52 but
not Rad59 catalyzes the annealing of RPA-bound ssDNA in vitro
[28]. However, other functional differences between Rad59 and
Rad52 may exist. In this study, we have analyzed the functional
overlap and differences between these two proteins in HR and
DNA DSB repair. Hence, we find that the N-terminus of Rad52
contains functions that are unique to Rad52 and we identify
a number of amino acid residues in the N-terminus of Rad52
that are involved in functions that overlap with those of Rad59.
The latter amino acid residues are likely involved in a novel
common function of Rad52 and Rad59 since none of the amino
acid residues are predicted to be located in the putative DNA
binding groove of Rad52 or at the interface between individual
Rad52 subunits.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Media, strains and genetic methods

Yeast extract–peptone–dextrose (YPD) medium, synthetic
complete (SC) medium and SC lacking specific amino acids
were prepared as described previously [29]. Standard yeast

manipulations were used for mating, sporulation, dissec-
tion and replica plating [30]. Lithium acetate transformation
was employed [31]. All strains are RAD5 derivatives of W303
(Supplementary Table).
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The procedure of alanine substitution of residues in the
ad52 N-terminus was described previously [32]. Mutants of
AD52 that display �-ray sensitivity only in the rad59� back-
round are analyzed in this study.

Selected mutants of Rad52 were fused to yellow fluorescent
rotein (YFP) or cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) and analyzed
y fluorescence microscopy as described previously [33].

.2. �-Ray sensitivity

lasmid-borne rad52 mutants were transformed into a rad52�

ad59� strain (W2081-1D). The transformants were tested for
-ray sensitivity as described previously [32]. Mutations that
owered the survival by approximately 100-fold or more after
xposure to 200 Gy compared to a transformant harboring
wild-type RAD52 plasmid (pWJ1561) were designated class
mutants (for a description of class A through D mutants,

ee [32]) and selected for further analyses. Genomically inte-
rated mutants were analyzed similarly except that cells
ere grown in YPD medium instead of SC–Trp. The LD37 was

alculated as −ln(2.7)/slope, where the slope is determined
rom the linear fit to the ln(% survival) versus �-ray dose
lot.

.3. Mitotic recombination rates and direct-repeat
ecombination rates

itotic recombination between leu2-�BstEII and leu2-�EcoRI
eteroalleles was measured in diploids as described previ-
usly [32] except that different media were used as indicated.
he diploid strains, listed in Supplementary Table, were grown

n SC medium before plating on SC-Leu plates.
The rate of leu2 direct-repeat recombination was deter-

ined in haploid strains as described in [32] except that cells
ere grown in SC medium before plated on SC-Leu plates.

.4. Construction of Rad59–Rad52 chimera plasmids

himera A consists of Rad59 residues 1–175 fused to Rad52
esidues 169–504. Chimera B consists of full-length Rad59
used to Rad52 residues 232–504. In brief, the chimera
onstructs were made as follows. First, sequences were
mplified by PCR from pRS416-Rad59 [37] as a template
nd primers A: 5′-GGCGAATGGATGTTATAGAT-3′ and B: 5′-
TTCTTTAACGCATCGCCTA-3′ (fragment AB) or A: 5′-GGCG-
ATGGATGTTATAGAT-3′ and C: 5′-GGCGAATGGATGTTA-
AGAT-3′ (fragment AC). Second, Rad52 fragments were
mplified by PCR using pWJ1561 as a template with primer E:
′-TAGGCGATGCGTTAAAGAAGTCTTTGAGAGGGTTTGGTAA-
′ and D: 5′-CGCGAATTCCGGGCGCTAACCTGGACCTTCTAGA-
GGCGGCCAGGAAGCGTTTCAAGTAGGC-3′ (fragment ED) or F:
′-CTAAAGGCACGCATATCAAAAATAAAAGAAGGCAATTGAC-
′ and D: 5′-CGCGAATTCCGGGCGCTAACCTGGACCTTCTAGA-
GGCGGCCAGGAAGCGTTTCAAGTAGGC-3′ (fragment FD).
ubsequently, the partially overlapping fragments AB and
D or AC and FD were fused in a second round of PCR

sing primers A and D. The resulting fragments ABED and
CFD were then digested by XmaI and XbaI and ligated into
maI and XbaI digested pRS416-Rad59 [37] vector separately.
he newly formed plasmids were digested with MscI and
0 7 ) 27–37 29

BamHI and each chimera Rad52–Rad59 containing fragment
was isolated and ligated into the SpeI (end filled out by T4
polymerase)-BamHI fragments of pWJ1561 and pWJ1562,
respectively, to create pRS413-chimera A (pWJ1191), pRS413-
chimera B (pWJ1193), pRS423-chimera A (pWJ1192), and
pRS423-chimera B (pWJ1194). The expression plasmids were
verified by sequencing.

To tag the chimeras with YFP, first a CEN-based plasmid
pWJ1213 for expression of Rad52-YFP from its endogenous
promoter was constructed by PCR-amplifying a RAD52-YFP
fragment from strain W3749-14C [34] using primers Rad52-
fwd2010 (5′-CCTTTGTTACAGCTAAGGC) and Rad52-down
(5′-AATGAACCTAAGGATTCCGC). This fragment was cotrans-
formed into yeast strain W1588-4C [35] for gap-repair with an
SphI cut pRS413-Rad52 plasmid [32]. The gap-repaired plasmid
(pWJ1213) was rescued from yeast and sequenced to confirm
the correct reconstitution of the RAD52-YFP expression cas-
sette. Next, plasmids pWJ1191 to pWJ1194 were digested with
PstI and the chimera-containing fragments were gel-purified.
Likewise, the pWJ1213 plasmid was digested with NheI and a
fragment containing the 3′-end of RAD52, YFP and the RAD52
teminator sequence was gel-purified. The two gel-purified
restriction fragments were co-transformed into W1588-4C for
gap-repair using the 320 bp and 1737 bp of flanking sequence
homology on either side of PstI site. The resulting plasmids
(pWJ1241 to pWJ1244) containing chimera A and B fused to
YFP were rescued by preparation of genomic DNA [36] and
transformation into DH10B competent E. coli cells. The con-
structs were verified by restriction analysis and transformed
into appropriate yeast strains for analysis by fluorescence
microscopy (see text).

To test the functionality of the YFP fusion proteins,
pWJ1191–pWJ1194, pWJ1241–pWJ1244, pRS413, pWJ1564 and
pWJ1565 were transformed into a rad59� strain (W3251-27D).
Individual transformants were grown in SC-His medium and
then spotted in 10-fold serial dilutions onto SC-His plates
before exposure to �-irradiation. All plasmids are listed in
Supplementary Table.

2.5. Complementation tests, fluorescence microscopy
and protein blotting

The chimera plasmids were transformed into W1588-4C (wild-
type), W3251-27D (rad59::LEU2), W3537-34A (rad52-207�),
W3744-10D (rad52-327�) or W2014-5C (rad52::HIS5) and �-
ray sensitivity was tested as described previously [32]. Like-
wise, the plasmids containing the YFP-tagged chimeras were
transformed into W2312-11D (RAD52-CFP), W3744-10D (rad52-
327�), W3537-34A (rad52-207�), W3777-17A (rad52::HIS5),
W4970-10B (RAD52-RFP rad59::HIS3), W5867-2B (CFP-RAD51
rad52::HIS5) and W5843-2C (CFP-RAD51). W6640-3B (RAD52-
YFP CFP-RAD51) acts as a control. Plasmids expressing
chimeric proteins (pWJ1191–pWJ1194) were also transformed
into UM56-1B (Rad52-207�-YFP) to examine localization.
The transformants were then prepared for fluorescence
microscopy as described [33]. DNA was visualized by staining

live cells with 10 �g/ml DAPI for 30 min.

The expression level of chimera proteins was determined
by protein blot analysis using an anti-Rad52 antibody as
described previously [21].
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3. Results

3.1. Construction of Rad59–Rad52 chimeras

First, we addressed the question of whether Rad59 is func-
tionally equivalent to the conserved N-terminus of Rad52
[19,27,37]. To test this possibility, we constructed two chimeras
of Rad59 and Rad52 in which the conserved Rad59 N-terminus
or full-length Rad59 is extended with the Rad51 and RPA inter-
acting C-terminal domain of Rad52 (Fig. 1A). In both cases, the
final protein fusion was approximately the size of the full-
length Rad52 protein. More specifically, chimera A consists of
the Rad59 residues that are most homologous to Rad52 (1–175)
fused at the site of homology to Rad52 (residues 169–504).
Chimera B contains the entire Rad59 open reading frame fused
to residues 232–504 of Rad52. If the chimeras are expressed
and sort to the nucleus, and if the N-termini of Rad52 and
Rad59 have identical and interchangeable functions, then
each chimera is expected to behave like genuine Rad52 pro-
tein. On the other hand, if the N-termini of Rad52 and Rad59
have distinct functions, then, at the least, the chimeras should
complement a rad59� strain.

3.2. Rad59–Rad52 chimeras are expressed and sort to
the nucleus

To test expression of the two chimeras, total cell extracts were
prepared from the transformed strains and analyzed by pro-
tein blotting using an anti-Rad52 antibody (Fig. 1B). Both of
the chimeras appear slightly larger than Rad52 as judged by
their electrophoretic mobility (compare the chimeric proteins
to the endogenous Rad52 band in the rad59� strain in Fig. 1B).
In the rad59� strain, chimera A is only detected when it is
expressed from a multi-copy plasmid, however a significant
degradation band is also seen. Higher levels of chimera B are
also seen when it is expressed from a multi-copy plasmid. In a
rad52� strain, chimera A is barely detected from either single
or multi-copy plasmids and significant levels of chimera B are
detected only when it is expressed from a multi-copy plasmid.
These observations suggest that wild-type Rad52 protein aids
in stabilizing the chimeras in vivo.

We have recently shown that Rad59 requires Rad52 for
efficient nuclear localization [24]. Moreover, we have also iden-
tified a nuclear localization signal (NLS) of the pat7 type span-
ning residues 231–237, which is essential for the sorting of
Rad52 to the nucleus (I. Plate, U. Mortensen, in preparation)
[38]. Chimera A contains this NLS, but in chimera B the NLS
is right at the Rad59–Rad52 junction and was changed from
being a pat7 type to a conventional NLS-type during the con-
struction [39]. Therefore, we tested whether both chimeras are
correctly sorted to the nucleus by tagging them with YFP to
determine their localization. The YFP-tagged chimeras behave
similarly to the untagged chimeras in their complemention of
the �-ray sensitivity of a rad59� strain (data not shown). In
wild-type or rad59� cells, ectopic expression of either chimera

allows proper localization to the nucleus (Fig. 1C and data not
shown). Consistent with the protein blot analysis, chimera A
is barely detectable in rad52� cells (Fig. 1D), while chimera B
is readily detected in the nucleus (Fig. 1D).
0 0 7 ) 27–37

3.3. Rad59–Rad52 chimeras complement the �-ray
sensitivity of rad59�, but not of rad52� strains

To study the activity of the chimeras, we first investigated
whether they provide Rad59 function. Single- or multi-copy
plasmids expressing either of the chimeras were transformed
into a rad59� strain and the transformants tested for �-
ray sensitivity. Even the reduced chimera A protein levels
expressed from a single-copy plasmid can partially rescue
the �-ray sensitivity of a rad59� strain (Fig. 2A). In contrast,
chimera B expression from a single copy plasmid fully rescues
the �-ray sensitivity of a rad59� strain (Fig. 2A). Furthermore,
both chimeras fully complement rad59� when expressed from
multi-copy plasmids (Fig. 2B). Therefore, we conclude that the
function of Rad59 in �-ray repair is maintained fully in chimera
B, but partially in chimera A.

Next, the ability of the chimeras to complement the �-
ray sensitivity of a rad52� strain was determined. Whether
expressed from a single- or multi-copy plasmid, the chimeras
completely fail to rescue the �-ray sensitivity of a rad52� strain
(Fig. 2C and D). In light of the fact that expression of chimera
B from a multi-copy plasmid results in near wild-type pro-
tein levels (compared to endogenous Rad52), we conclude that
Rad59 cannot substitute for the functions normally provided
by the N terminus of Rad52.

3.4. Rad59–Rad52 chimeras interact with Rad51 but
are recruited inefficiently to sites of DNA damage

Next, we investigated whether the Rad52 portion of the
chimera can engage Rad51 in DNA repair. Since the Rad52 seg-
ment of the chimera contains the Rad51 interaction domain,
we tested whether Rad51 binding was functional in the
two chimeras. Two-hybrid analysis indicates that chimera B,
unlike Rad59 on its own, is capable of interacting with Rad51
although not as strongly as Rad52 (data not shown) [19]. How-
ever, this experiment does not reveal whether the interaction
of chimera B with Rad51 is productive in DNA repair. To inves-
tigate this possibility, we took advantage of the fact that the
DNA damage sensitivity of rad52-207� and rad52-327� trun-
cation mutants lacking the Rad51 interaction domain can be
rescued by intragenic complementation with rad52-2, which
has a missense mutation in the Rad52 N-terminus [17,18]. This
result shows that functions of Rad52 present in the N- and C-
terminus can collaborate even when present in two different
molecules, likely because the two mutant species form het-
eromeric rings.

Inspired by this observation, we tested whether the
defects of strains expressing the rad52 truncation mutants
can be suppressed by co-expression of the Rad59–Rad52
chimeras. Hence, single- or multi-copy plasmids expressing
the chimeras were transformed into rad52-207� and rad52-
327� strains. The resulting transformants were tested for
�-ray sensitivity. As seen in Fig. 3A, the chimeras partially
complement rad52-327�, demonstrating that both can form
a complex with rad52-327� and bind Rad51 to reconstitute a

proficient DSB repair machinery. In contrast, neither chimera
complements rad52-207� (Fig. 3B). The difference between the
two rad52 truncation mutants may be explained by the Rad52-
207� protein lacking nuclear localization, while Rad52-327�
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Fig. 1 – Characterization of Rad59–Rad52 chimeric proteins and cellular localization of chimeras. (A) Chimera constructs.
Rad59 shares 32% sequence identity and 53% similarity with the N-terminus of Rad52. Hatching indicates the highly
conserved DNA binding domain and shading the less conserved amino acids. Chimera A consists of Rad59 residues 1–175
fused to Rad52 residues 169–504. Chimera B contains all of Rad59 fused to Rad52 residues 232–504. (B) Protein blot analysis
of chimera proteins. Rad59–Rad52 chimeras expressed from single- or multi-copy vectors (pRS413 and pRS423, respectively)
in rad59� or rad52� strains as indicated. A control cross-reacting protein is shown from an over-exposed film of the same
gel. The endogenous wild-type Rad52 protein is visible both in WT and the rad59� strains. (C) Localization of chimera A and
B cells
r

i
p
t
m

expressed from a multi-copy plasmid in RAD52 wild-type
ad52� (W3777-17A). Scale bar, 3 �m.
s proficient in nuclear recruitment (I. Plate, U. Mortensen, in
reparation). Therefore, we tested the ability of the chimeras
o support transport of Rad52-207� into the nucleus. For

icroscopy analysis, the chimera plasmids were individually
(W2312-11D). (D) Nuclear localization of chimeras in
transformed into a strain expressing Rad52-207�-YFP (UM56-
1B). Inspection of the transformants shows that Rad52-207�,
which on its own resides in the cytoplasm, is transported into
the nucleus by the chimeras (data not shown). These results
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Fig. 2 – �-Ray survival curves for Rad59–Rad52 chimeras expressed from single- or multi-copy vectors in rad59� or rad52�

strains (W3251-27D and W2014-5C, respectively) as indicated. (A–D) �, pRS413; �, pRS413-Rad59; �, pRS413-Rad52; �,
pRS413-chimera-A; �, pRS413-chimera-B; �, pRS423; �, pRS423-Rad59; �, pRS423-Rad52; ♦, pRS423-chimera-A; ©,

pRS423-chimera-B.

indicate that the chimeras form a complex with the Rad52
truncations and are able to engage Rad51 in DNA repair. How-
ever, the chimeras lack functions other than those normally
supplied by the Rad52 N-terminus.

Further, we tested whether the chimeras are recruited to
sites of DNA repair by monitoring their localization relative
to wild-type Rad52 tagged with cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)
after exposing cells to 40 Gy of �-irradiation. After this treat-
ment, chimera B forms foci that co-localize with Rad52-CFP
and CFP-Rad51 foci (data not shown). In rad52� cells, chimera
B also forms foci after exposure to �-irradiation, albeit less effi-
cient (5% of budding cells) compared to wild-type (90%) (Fig. 3C
and data not shown). All chimera B foci colocalized with CFP-
Rad51 foci (Fig. 3C), further arguing that the repair defects of
chimera B in rad52� cells are not due to a failure in binding
Rad51. Taken together, we conclude that the chimera B does
not form a fully functional “Rad52” protein due to the lack of
functions normally supplied by the N-terminus of Rad52 and
not provided by Rad59. The reduced efficiency of focus forma-
tion in response to �-irradiation suggests that this function
involves recruitment to the DNA lesion.

3.5. Identification of novel rad52 mutants with a

synthetic genetic interaction with rad59�

To map the regions of Rad52 that have overlapping functions
with Rad59, we screened a previously generated collection
of plasmid-borne site-specific point mutations in the Rad52
N-terminus for synthetic genetic interactions with rad59�

in an assay for �-ray sensitivity (see Section 2) [32]. This
strategy identified nine mutants, K61A, S68A, Y80F, R114A,
Y182A, Y184A, K189A, Y192A, and K194A, which display syn-
ergistic sensitivity to �-irradiation in a rad59� background
(Fig. 4). These mutants define a new class of rad52 mutants
referred to as class E (for a definition of class A, B, C and
D mutations see [32]). The class E mutants were integrated
into the genome for further characterization. First, survival
curves were generated by exposing cells to various doses of
�-irradiation and scoring the percentage of surviving cells
(Fig. 5 and data not shown). For the �-ray survival curves, the
corresponding LD37 was calculated as described in Section 2
(Table 1). Several of the identified mutants display stronger
synthetic effects with rad59� compared to those described for
rad52-R70K, the original mutant defining this class of rad52
mutants [25]. The rad52-R114A single mutant is the most �-
ray resistant of the class E mutants with an LD37 indistin-
guishable from the wild-type. In contrast, the rad52-R114A
rad59� double mutant is highly sensitive to �-irradiation
although not as sensitive as the rad52� rad59� double mutant
(Table 1). At the other end of the spectrum, rad52-Y182A is

the most �-ray sensitive single mutant (LD37 = 82 ± 0.5) and
the rad52-Y182A rad59 double mutant displays �-ray sensitiv-
ity similar to the rad52� rad59� double null. The LD37 of the
remaining class E rad52 mutants fall in between these two
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Fig. 3 – Complementation of the �-ray sensitivity of
rad52-207� (W3537-34A) and rad52-327� (W3744-10D) by
the chimeras. (A and B) �, pRS413-Rad52; �,
pRS413-chimera-A; �, pRS413-chimera-B; �,
pRS423-Rad52; ♦, pRS423-chimera-A; ©,
pRS423-chimera-B; �, pRS423. (C) Localization of
2 �m-expressed chimera B in CFP-RAD51 rad52�

(W5867-2B) 30 min after exposure to 40 Gy of �-irradiation.
A
S

m
l
b
a
R

rrowheads mark co-localizing chimera B and Rad51 foci.
cale bar, 3 �m.

utants. Of the class E mutants, rad52-K194A displays the

argest difference in LD37 between the wild-type and rad59�

ackground (nine-fold). Thus, the ensemble of class E amino
cid residues are required for a function, which is shared by
ad59.
0 7 ) 27–37 33

Next, the effect of the rad52 class E mutations on spon-
taneous heteroallelic and direct-repeat recombination was
tested in both wild-type and rad59� genetic backgrounds
(Table 1). Surprisingly, no synthetic defect in recombination
was observed when class E mutations were combined with
rad59�. On the contrary, most of these double mutants dis-
played slightly elevated spontaneous recombination rates. In
summary, in rad59� strains, the rad52 class E mutants fail
to repair �-ray induced damage even though they readily
support mitotic homologous recombination. A similar sep-
aration of homologous recombination and repair of �-ray-
induced DNA damage was previously described for another
class of rad52 mutants (class C) [32]. However, in contrast to
rad52 class E mutants, the separation of function phenotype
of class C mutants can be observed even in the presence of
Rad59.

Both wild-type and rad52 class C mutant cells form sponta-
neous Rad52 foci in S phase in agreement with their ability to
perform homologous recombination (Mortensen et al., PLoS
Genetics, submitted for publication). To test whether Rad52
class E mutant protein behaves similarly, four class E mutants,
rad52-S68A, K182A, K189A, and K194A, were tagged with YFP
and their distribution in the cell visualized by fluorescence
microscopy (Table 1). Similar to wild-type and Rad52 class C
mutants, the class E mutants form foci, indicating that the
mutant protein is recruited to sites of DNA damage to engage
in homologous recombination.

Overall, the rad52 class E mutants uncover regions in the
Rad52 N-terminus that carry out essential functions in DNA
double-strand break repair that can also be performed by
Rad59. These functions are not essential for homologous inter-
chromosomal heteroallelic recombination although this pro-
cess may proceed slower in the absence of Rad59 as indicated
by the large number of cells containing recombination foci in
rad59� strains.

4. Discussion

4.1. Functional differences between the Rad52 and
Rad59 N-termini

In this study, we use Rad59–Rad52 chimeric proteins to
demonstrate that the N-terminus of Rad52 provides unique
function(s) to DSB repair that cannot be replaced by Rad59. In
summary, the chimeras can complement the �-ray sensitivity
of a rad59� strain but show no complementation of a rad52�

strain despite the fact that chimera B is expressed, recruited
to sites of DNA damage, and interacts with RPA, Rad52 and
Rad51. Interestingly, both chimeras can complement the �-ray
sensitivity of rad52-327�, but not that of rad52-207�. Although
Rad52-207� does not contain a functional NLS, and does not
sort to the nucleus on its own (I. Plate, U. Mortensen, in prepa-
ration), Rad52-207�-YFP is localized to the nucleus in the
presence of both chimeras. Thus the lack of complementation
between rad52-207� and the chimeras cannot be explained

by a failure of Rad52-207� to localize to the nucleus indicat-
ing that the chimeras form complexes with the truncated
Rad52 species. Furthermore, the �-ray sensitivity of strains
expressing the chimera-Rad52-207� complexes, suggests
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s. Id
tic in
Fig. 4 – Alignment of Rad52 and Rad59 amino acid sequence
shading. Alanine substituted residues with a synthetic gene

that the truncated Rad52-207� protein does not benefit from
the functional domains present in Rad52 amino acid residues
232–504 when they are recruited via the Rad59 portion of
the chimera. We also observe that chimera B is inefficient
at forming repair foci after exposure to �-irradiation. This is
consistent with the DNA repair defect of the chimeras and

further indicates that functions normally supplied by the
N-terminus of Rad52 are not provided by Rad59 to ensure
efficient recruitment of the chimeras to �-ray-induced DNA
damage.

Table 1 – Effect of rad52 and rad52 rad59� mutants on �-ray sen
recombination

Allele �-Ray sensitivity (LD37)a Heteroallelic
recombination rate

(×10−8)b

RAD59 rad59� RAD59 rad59�

RAD52 392 ± 74 173 ± 7 102 ± 15 214 ± 27
rad52� 19 ± 0.1 21 ± 1 0.6 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.5
K61A 105 ± 4 30 ± 1 NDc ND
S68A 116 ± 14 24 ± 1 127 ± 22 180 ± 26
Y80F 156 ± 17 26 ± 1 ND ND
R114A 528 ± 73 67 ± 4 140 ± 23 400 ± 47
Y182A 82 ± 5 33 ± 3 ND ND
Y184A 137 ± 8 28 ± 2 212 ± 35 400 ± 52
K189A 260 ± 53 42 ± 3 ND ND
Y192A 198 ± 15 28 ± 3 ND ND
K194A 325 ± 50 37 ± 3 206 ± 32 440 ± 59

a LD37 in Gy calculated as described in Section 2.
b Recombination rate is presented as events per cell per generation as des
c Not determined.
d The percentage of cells of the indicated cell cycle stage that have a Rad5
entity indicated by black shading and similarity by grey
teraction with rad59� are marked by arrowheads.

4.2. Novel rad52 mutants

In addition to differences between Rad52 and Rad59, we iden-
tify nine mutations in RAD52, collectively referred to as class
E, which confer synergistic �-ray sensitivity with a rad59�

deletion, indicating that these residues encode functions com-

mon to the two proteins. The mutated residues lie within the
highly conserved N-terminus of Rad52, but are not particu-
larly conserved themselves. The low degree of evolutionary
conservation among the mutated residues is consistent with

sitivity and mitotic heteroallelic and direct-repeat

Direct-repeat
recombination

(×10−6)b

Spontaneous Rad52
focusd (% cells)
(G1)/(S/G2/M)

RAD59 Rad59� RAD59 rad59�

45.3 ± 11.6 25.2 ± 6.9 0/14 4.7/39.3
1.5 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.7 0 0

33.7 ± 9.6 42.2 ± 10.4 ND ND
46.6 ± 11.4 24.4 ± 8.9 0.7/24.1 1.2/39.8
26.4 ± 9.0 18.3 ± 6.1 ND ND
78.8 ± 25.3 38.5 ± 13.2 ND ND
96.6 ± 30.7 49.8 ± 17.0 0.2/34.2 0.7/39.2
53.3 ± 16.6 40.5 ± 16.6 ND ND
54.3 ± 17.5 36.9 ± 12.9 1.6/9.8 0.4/33.3
65.8 ± 16.0 21.9 ± 7.2 ND ND
51.0 ± 12.5 46.1 ± 14.1 0.6/14.6 0.7/58.7

cribed previously [32].

2 focus(i).
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Fig. 5 – Synergistic �-ray sensitivity between rad59� and
rad52 class E mutants. �, wild-type (W1588-4C); �, rad59�

(W3251-27D); �, rad52-R114A (J767); ©, rad52-R114A rad59�

(W5394-7D); �, rad52-Y182A (J775); �, rad52-Y182A rad59�

(W5377-1A); �, rad52� (W2014-5C); ♦, rad52� rad59�

(

t
g
s
c

t
D
r
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F
w
c
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W2081-1D).

heir mild phenotype in an otherwise wild-type genetic back-
round. The severity of the mutations in a rad59� background
uggests that the defects conferred by the mutations can be
omplemented by Rad59 function.

In human Rad52, the amino acid residue that corresponds
o R70 in S. cerevisiae, is involved in binding of single-stranded
NA and when mutated to alanine, DNA binding is severely

educed [14,40]. In S. cerevisiae, a rad52-R70A strain qualifies

s a class C mutant and is therefore very �-ray sensitive even
n the presence of Rad59. Hence, strongly compromised DNA
inding in Rad52 is unlikely to be rescued by Rad59. In a rad52-
70K mutant, which is the founder of the class E mutants [25],

ig. 6 – Modeling of rad52 class E mutations into the structure of
ere created using Pymol software. (A) HsRad52 monomer. Labe

orresponding S. cerevisiae residues in parentheses. (B) HsRad52
efect with rad59� are shown in yellow.
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an arginine residue is mutated to the chemically similar lysine
residue. Likely, DNA binding is less affected in Rad52-R70K
compared to Rad52-R70A where the positively charged argi-
nine is changed to a small and neutral alanine residue. This
difference may explain why DNA repair is compromised in
the R70K protein only in the absence of Rad59. We therefore
speculate that Rad59 rescues the defect of Rad52-R70K by sta-
bilizing a weakened interaction with the DNA lesion. In this
context it is interesting to note that by studying the depen-
dency of direct repeat recombination on Rad59, Sugawara and
colleagues also suggested that Rad59 acts by stabilizing recom-
bination intermediates [41]. Possibly, this type of stabilization
could be mediated via strand-annealing, which is a common
activity of Rad52 and Rad59. Moreover, stabilization of Rad52
binding to a recombination substrate by Rad59 may be medi-
ated via the ability of Rad59 to interact directly with Rad52,
perhaps even by being fully integrated in a ring structure oth-
erwise composed of Rad52 subunits [37,42].

The human amino acid residues corresponding to the class
E mutations discovered in this study map to the surface of the
undecameric ring or at the base of the DNA binding groove in
the structure of Rad52 [14] (Fig. 6). The class E mutations are
therefore more likely to affect interaction with other proteins
or with DNA rather than monomer-monomer interaction.
Interestingly, two of the class E mutations (Y80F and K184A)
severely reduce single-stranded DNA binding of human Rad52
[14,40] although neither appears to be in direct contact with
single-stranded DNA in the predicted structure [15]. This sug-

gests that a wider range of residues in Rad52 contributes to
efficient DNA binding. This interpretation is corroborated by
the class C mutations, which all map to the putative DNA
binding groove in the human structure of Rad52 and have a

human Rad52 (protein data bank ID 1KN0). The figures
ls indicate human amino acid residues and the
heptameric ring. Mutant residues showing a synergistic
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separation of function phenotype similar to that of the class E
mutants in a rad59� background [32].

4.3. Concluding remarks

Based on the sum of evidence, we propose that binding of
Rad52 to a DNA lesion is a multi-step process, where Rad52
is first recruited to the DNA lesion by its RPA interaction even
in the absence of a functional DNA binding domain in the
N-terminus [24]. In agreement with this view, we have pre-
viously observed that Rad52-C180A, a class C mutant, can be
recruited to a DNA double-strand break but fail to complete
repair (Mortensen et al., PLoS Genetics, 2006 submitted for
publication). All class E mutants spontaneously form repair
foci during the cell cycle indicating that they are recruited to
sites of DNA damage. After recruitment by RPA, efficient DNA
binding/annealing by Rad52 requires both a functional DNA
binding groove (defective in class C mutants), which cannot
be substituted by Rad59, and a second function (defective in
class E mutants), which can be complemented by Rad59. This
latter function could be a conformational change or an initial
interaction with DNA guiding it to the DNA binding groove or
stabilizing the bound DNA.
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